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AgendaAgenda

•• OverviewOverview
•• eBay executiveseBay executives
•• ResnickResnick and and ZeckhauserZeckhauser
•• DellarocasDellarocas (Word of Mouth)(Word of Mouth)
•• BreakBreak
•• Chris Chris DellarocasDellarocas



Problems with online Problems with online 
transactionstransactions
•• Adverse selectionAdverse selection

–– Do I really want to buy this good? What type Do I really want to buy this good? What type 
does this party/good belong to?does this party/good belong to?

•• Moral hazardMoral hazard
–– Will my partner change his behavior once we Will my partner change his behavior once we 

enter the transaction?enter the transaction?



TailorTailor--made recommender systemsmade recommender systems

I want to know what books to readI want to know what books to read

What are some of the books you like?What are some of the books you like?

Here are some that you may likeHere are some that you may like
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Generic recommendation systemsGeneric recommendation systems

•• ExpertExpert
•• CommunityCommunity
•• HybridHybrid
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Some issues with these systemsSome issues with these systems

•• PrivacyPrivacy
•• AlgorithmicAlgorithmic
•• How many times do you really use these How many times do you really use these 

systems and can these ever replace the systems and can these ever replace the 
role of a friend’s recommendations?role of a friend’s recommendations?



Other questions..Other questions..



How can we prevent free How can we prevent free 
riding?riding?
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How to elicit honesty?How to elicit honesty?
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Can volatile identities be Can volatile identities be 
restricted?restricted?



Still more questionsStill more questions

•• Why isn’t there enough negative feedback?Why isn’t there enough negative feedback?
•• Do we want more negative feedback?Do we want more negative feedback?
•• What are some ways that you have seen (or What are some ways that you have seen (or 

tried??) to beat the systemtried??) to beat the system
•• Some other innovative systems?Some other innovative systems?
•• Is there a way to aggregate ratings from the Is there a way to aggregate ratings from the 

WWW to one centralized repository?WWW to one centralized repository?
•• What is the role of brands in the age of online What is the role of brands in the age of online 

reputation systems?reputation systems?



The big Question…The big Question…

•• Why does this system still work??Why does this system still work??



Trust Among Strangers in Internet Trust Among Strangers in Internet 
Transactions: Empirical Analysis of eBay's Transactions: Empirical Analysis of eBay's 

Reputation System Reputation System by by ResnickResnick & & 
ZeckhauserZeckhauser



Surprising findingsSurprising findings

•• Large number of distinct buyerLarge number of distinct buyer--seller seller 
combinationcombination

•• Huge positive feedback, few negative Huge positive feedback, few negative 
commentscomments

•• Past performance significant in predicting Past performance significant in predicting 
present performancepresent performance

•• High initiation costsHigh initiation costs--not in terms of not in terms of 
monetary entry fee but loss of reputationmonetary entry fee but loss of reputation



Questions…Questions…

•• Shouldn’t Shouldn’t eBay eBay have some entry costs to prevent have some entry costs to prevent 
volatile identities?volatile identities?

•• Should Should eBay eBay look for ways to increase the look for ways to increase the 
negative feedback?negative feedback?

•• Should Should eBayeBay give more prominence to negative give more prominence to negative 
feedback?feedback?

•• What about value of a seller’s transactions?What about value of a seller’s transactions?
•• Relationship between age and salabilityRelationship between age and salability-- is it is it 

trust or just better experience?trust or just better experience?



The Digitization of Word of Mouth: The Digitization of Word of Mouth: 
Promise and Challenges of Online Promise and Challenges of Online 

Feedback Mechanisms by Feedback Mechanisms by ChrysanthosChrysanthos
DellarocasDellarocas



Questions…Questions…

•• What happens if historical events are What happens if historical events are 
reported truthfully but buyers feel that reported truthfully but buyers feel that 
they aren’t truthful?they aren’t truthful?

•• What happens if they are false but buyers What happens if they are false but buyers 
feel that they are truthful?feel that they are truthful?

•• What are some good feedback mediators?What are some good feedback mediators?
–– Should we have emphasize recent past?Should we have emphasize recent past?



"Reputation systems are the "Reputation systems are the 
worst way of building trust, worst way of building trust, 

exceptexcept
for all those other ways that have for all those other ways that have 

been tried from time to time."been tried from time to time."

Churchill misquoted in Resnick et al. 2000
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